pattern recognition by means of neural nets and learning paradigms. The call received an enthusiastic response by the community. Eventually, this SI is the result of a selection of the best peer-reviewed submissions of both stems.
The Need for "Off the Mainstream" Science
"Mainstream science is about publishing what everyone else is publishing with very small changes. You'd better at least start off that way if you want to get tenure", the sociologist Rodney Stark said [21] . But "big ideas don't come to those who avoid risk"', as John Bohannon added [3] . The area of neural networks and machine learning makes no exception to these ends. Mainstream topics, originally stemming from exciting breakthroughs (the "big ideas") that gradually become trends and end-up being mostly over-beaten publishing tracks, have characterized the scientific literature throughout the whole history of these research fields. A few, widely known instances of such (more or less recent) mainstream trends are:
-supervised support vector machine training (in both primal and dual) -supervised multilayer perceptron training via regular backpropagation -radial basis function networks -Bayesian networks (either shallow or deep) -deep feed-forward and convolutional neural networks as well as the countless applications and studies on the approximation capabilities of the aforementioned machineries.
Based on these premises, this special issue invited paper submissions on real novel research developments in the areas of neural networks and learning machines that (i) were rooted in (or, aimed at) pattern recognition, and that, above all, (ii) did not follow in the footsteps of nowadays established trends. Preference over applications, theoretical analysis, and variants of established techniques, was therefore given to submissions that handed out fresh and innovative ideas, architectures, or algorithms, even if they presented research that were still in its infancy (e.g., possibly lacking of a complete investigation of their theoretical properties, or of a large-scale application). It is seen that, by definition, a detailed list of topics of interest to the present branch of "off the mainstream" science would contradict the very perspective of the present SI. Hence, let the papers published in the special issue speak for themselves.
The SI: Organization and List of Papers
In this section we provide the reader with an ordered list of the papers which the SI is built upon. A concise overview of the major themes addressed by each paper is given, as well. We organized the papers according to a taxonomy reflecting their nature. Such a taxonomy encompasses, in the order: (1) algorithms for structured and graphical data, (2) models of sequences and time series, (3) associative memories, (4) feature-oriented techniques, and (5) density-related algorithms. Some of the papers might as well fit more than one of these groupings: whenever it was the case, we assigned the article to the category whose state of advancement would benefit the most from the scientific contribution offered by the specific paper at hand.
Multilayer Graph Node Kernels: Stacking while Maintaining Convexity, Luca Oneto, Nicolò Navarin, Alessandro Sperduti and Davide Anguita propose a multi-layer kernel for graphs, realizing the enhancement of established graph-kernels [9] by means of a deep learning strategy based on convex optimization. In the next paper, Time Series Prediction for Graphs in Kernel and Dissimilarity Spaces, Benjamin Paassen, Christina Goepfert and Barbara Hammer propose viable dissimilarity-or kernel-based regression techniques for the modeling and the prediction of the evolution of graphs (as a whole) over time. In the last paper of this first set, titled On the Impact of Using Utilities Rather than Costs for Graph Matching (an extension of their ANNPR2016 paper [16] ), Kaspar Riesen, Andreas Fischer and Horst Bunke face the problem of exponential time complexity of the graph matching procedures that rely on the edit distance. A transformation process in proposed, aimed at converting the cost model (which underlies the efficient reformulation of the edit distance problem in terms of a linear sum assignment problem) into a utility model. In so doing, the integration of additional information in the assignment process is enabled, resulting in effective distance-based graph classifiers. [17] , presented at ANNPR2016), Ludwig Lausser, Robin Szekely, Lyn-Rouven Schirra, and Hans A. Kestler propose and investigate empirically two new networks for feature selection within a multi-class classifier trained from a limited amount of high-dimensional data. The resulting machine is positively evaluated on a number of experiments in predicting diagnostic phenotypes from gene expression profiles [22] . In Ultra-sparse Classifiers through Minimizing the VC dimension in the Empirical Feature Space, Jayadeva, Mayank Sharma, Sumit Soman, and Himanshu Pant propose an empirical feature space (EFS) [1] version of their minimal complexity machine (MCM), that is capable of both minimizing the model complexity and improving its sparsity. This involves an ad-hoc least squares version of the MCM in the EFS. Experimental results underline the effectiveness of the approach. 5. Density-related algorithms the last two papers of the special issue cope with techniques that focus on the density of the data in the feature space. In the extended version to his ANNPR2016 paper [24] , titled Soft-constrained Neural Networks for Nonparametric Density Estimation, Edmondo Trentin introduces a robust non-parametric connectionist technique for the estimation of probability density functions. The approach relates loosely to [26, 27] but accounts for the issue of having a feed-forward neural network to respect Kolmogorov's axioms of probability. The experiments (involving univariate and multivariate data drawn from complex distributions) show a statistically significant improvement over the established techniques. The next (and, last) paper of the special issue is Density Based Cluster Growing via Dominant Sets written by Jian Hou, Xu E, Weixue Liu as an extension to their ANNPR 2016 paper [10] . This article discusses a twostep clustering algorithm aimed at overcoming the drawbacks of traditional approaches by combining the merits of dominant sets clustering [6] and density based clustering [8] .
In particular, a density threshold based cluster growing step is applied, and followed by a second growing step which exploits the density relationship between neighboring data.
to the many reviewers who contributed, timely and conscientiously, to the fulfillment of the present SI. Finally, we are grateful to all the authors of the papers embraced herein, who reacted promptly and enthusiastically to our editorial initiative with contributions of such a high quality.
